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hazards. This strategy is based on a philosophy of moving out of harm's 
way, and is proactive in recognizing that the dynamics of the coastal zone 
should dictate the type of management employed (e.g., identify and map 
the hazards as a basis for establishing regulations to move property and 
people away from migrating andlor storm-impacted coastlines). 

The term "managed retreat" also is used in a more restrictive sense 
where shore-protection structures are removed selectively to allow natu- 
ral coastal environments to be reestablished. For example, Viles and 
Spencer (1995) describe the creation of a small marsh on Northey 
Island, Blackwater estuarv, Essex, England. by lowering a 200 m section 
of seawall and building a spillwayto aiow tidal inundacon to be reestab- 
lished. This approach of letting parts of a coastline erode in a controlled 
way to creatd habitat and manage the coast in a way sympathetic to 
nature also is known as managed realignment (French, 1997). Managed 
realignment has the advantage that the sediment budget is reestablished. 

.MANAGED RETREAT Need for managed retreat 
. . The Second Skidaway Conference on America's Eroding Shoreline 

concluded: Managed retreat is a collective term for the application of coastal zone 
management and mitigation tools designed to move existing and ... the American shoreline is retreating. We face economic 
planned development out of the path of eroding coastlines and coastal and environmental realities that leave us two choices; (1) plan a 
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strategic retreat now, or (2) undertake a vastly expensive program 
of armoring the coastline and, as required, retreating through a 
series of unpredictable disasters (Howard et al., 1985) 

That conclusion applies to developed coasts globally. The recommenda- 
tion for strategic retreat is synonymous with managed retreat. 

The 15 years following the Skidaway Conference proved their predic- 
tions to be accurate with the exception that beach nourishment replaced 
armoring as the preferred engineering method of stabilizing coastlines. 
Armoring has increased globally (Nordstrom, 1994), and is still a com- 
mon response to coastline erosion at the individual-property level in the 
United States. Beach nourishment is proving costly (US Army Corps of 
Engineers, 1994; Valverde et al., 1999). In the Caribbean and along the 
Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, the damage from hurricanes is rising (e.g., 
Hugo, 1989; Andrew, 1992; Opal, 1995; Georges, 1998). Their impact 
has induced random retreat at the individual-property level, and forced 
communities to reexamine their coastal zone management strategies. 
And, although the greenhouse effect is a subject of debate, sea level is ris- 
ing for most of the world's coastlines, and the rate of rise is increasing. 

At the close of the 20th century, a report by the Heinz Center for 
Science, Economics and the Environment estimated that 10,000 coastal 
structures in the United States were within the estimated 10-year ero- 
sion zone (Leatherman, 2000). As of 1998, coastal counties in the 
United States exclusive of the Great Lakes, had a total flood insurance 
coverage of $466,874,000,000 (H. John Heinz 111 Center for Science, 
Economics and the Environment, 2000). The best option for many of 
these properties and their communities is managed retreat. Although 
"retreat" strikes a negative cord for some, elements of the strategic 
retreat option increasingly are being incorporated into coastal zone 
management. 

The shift from engineering to "Soft" solutions 
Historically, the method of choice to protect beachfront buildings and 
property was to hold coastlines in place through engineering by armor- 
ing (Table MI). By the 1950s and 1960s the realization that coastal 
buildings were subjected to higher winds and flooding (even those 
behind seawalls) led many states and communities to adopt more strin- 
gent building codes to strengthen buildings in the coastal zone. Coastal 
management was segmented both in locale and application (e.g., each 
community or agency focusing on alimited coastal reach or single prob- 
lem). On barrier islands, the focus was often on the high-tide shoreline 
rather than a holistic management approach for an entire island or 
chain of islands. By the 1970s, the US national experience dictated that 
something be done to control the losses incurred from hurricanes and 
great storms like the 1962 Ash Wednesday Storm. The tremendous loss 
of habitat also was being recognized as salt marshes and shell fisheries 
were lost or closed. The results were two-fold: the National Flood 
Insurance Act of 1968 (also the result of persistent property loss on 
riverine floodplains), and the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. 
Building requirements were upgraded, and many coastal states began to 
define critical environments and control development through permit 
processes. Communities and states adopted approaches such as zoning 
and set back requirements. By the early 1980% Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management (ICZM) (Clark, 1995) or simply Integrated Coastal 
Management (ICM) defined strategies in which a variety of manage- 
ment tools were being combined (Table MI). Cincin-Sain and Knecht 
(1998) define ICM "as a process by which rational decisions are made 
concerning the conservation and sustainable use of coastal and ocean 
resources and space" and "is designed to overcome the fragmentation 
inherent in single-sector management approaches . . ." 

Continued beach loss and the associated losses of storm protection, 
recreational use, aesthetics, and beach economy, led to greater interest 
in "soft" solutions such as beach nourishment to combat erosion. Beach 
nourishment, however, is a modern equivalent of the engineering "W 
to hold the line, and does not recognize the natural dynamics of coast- 
line retreat in areas where sea level is-rising. This approach has proven 
drawbacks including ongoing costs, diminishing sand supplies, shorter 
half-lives of nourished beaches, and environmental impacts from 
dredging and sand placement. 

Common regulatory methods, such as building codes, requirements 
for structures to be elevated, and controls on development density and 
type through land-use planning and most zoning, may lessen the impact 
of storms, but these methods do not remove development from the haz- 
ard zone. In some cases, vulnerability to hazards is increased. 
Furthermore, these approaches do not recognize coastline retreat as 
coastal adjustment takes place in response to sea-level rise, changes in 
sediment supply, variable wave regime, and other controls of coastline 
equilibrium. High-density development along shores all over the world 

Table MI General property damage mitigation options on the 
beachfront (modified after Bush eta/., 1996)' 

Hard stabilization 
Shore-parallel 

Seawalls 
Bulkheads 
Revetments 
Offshore breakwaters 

Shore-perpendicular 
Groins 
Jettiesa 

Soft stabilization 
Adding sand to beach 
Beach replenishment 
Beach bulldozing/scraping 
Increasing sand dune volume 

Sand fencing 
Raise frontal dune elevation 
Plug dune gaps 

Vegetation 
Stabilize dunes (oceanside) 
Marsh (soundside) 

Modification of development and infrastructure (control through zon- 
ing, building codes, insurance eligibility requirements) 

Retrofit homes 
Elevate homes choose elevated building sites 
Lowerdensity development 
Curve and elevate roads 
Block roads terminating in dune gaps 
Move utility and senrice lines into interior or bury below erosion level 

Managed retreat 
Abandonment 

Unplanned 
Planned 

Relocation 
Active (relocate before damaged) 
Passive (rebuild destroyed structures elsewhere) 

Long-term relocation plans (zoning, land use planning) 
Setbacks 

Fixed 
Rolling 

Acquisition 
Avoidance: recognize hazard areas and avoid 

Tidal inlets (past, present and future) 
Swashes 
Permanent overwash passes 
Wave-velocity zones 

*These management options are listed in increasing order of preference for 
Integrated Coastal Management (ICM). Historically, early management usually 
focused on shoreline stabilization, relying on a single mode of armoring. Various 
mitigation tools have been added to management plans, often in response to defi- 
ciencies in earlier plans that were revealed by the impact of the most recent storm. 
a Jetties are built specifically to protect harbofentrances or maintain inlets, and are 
not constructed to protect coastlines They are listed here because they impact 
adjacent shorelines, and that impact must be considered in management schemes 

demonstrate that land-use planning either has not worked or coastal 
management has come after the fact. 

Methods of managed retreat 
"Retreat" is sometimes used for setbacks (e.g., Clark, 1995), or has been 
viewed simply as denying property owners the.right to construct shore- 
hardening structures, forcing abandonment (Sturza, 1987). Managed 
retreat, however, implies applying an appropriate management strategy 
from a menu of tools, including stabilization techniques in some cases 
(e.g., particular urban coastlines). Specific retreat mitigation techniques 
include: abandonment, relocation, setbacks, land acquisition, and 
avoidance. 

Abandonment 
Abandonment may be unplanned, or part of a planned strategy of 
retreat. Historically, abandonment is often an unplanned, post-storm 








